
project MOBILES!   by Sophie Rae 

Make a hole at the top of each shape
by placing it on top of a rubber and
then push your pencil through the 
card into the rubber underneath.

Tie the other end to the straw. where you
want it to hang. Double knot it. Do this 
for all your shapes.

Take a piece of string and tie one end
throught the hole in your shape. Make
sure to double knot it.

Choose which cardboard you want to
use. Draw your shapes onto the card-
board. You can use things around the
house for your shape, like a cellotape roll.

INSTRUCTIONS

Trim off any untidy ends of the 
string and enjoy your mobile! 

Paint some patterns onto your shapes.
It doesn’t matter if you go over the edges.
(You can try small dots, wavy lines
or a selection of thin and thick lines).

Cut two peices of string the same length
and tie one to each end of a paper
straw. Double knot it This is how you
will hang your mobile.

Cut a peice of string for each of the
shapes you want to hang on your
mobile. Make them different lengths.

Carefully cut out your shapes out
with sissors.

DOUBLE KNOT

PAPER STRAW

RUBBER



Why not try...?!

Why not try....1.

2.

3.

How many lovely shapes
can you make out of your
bag to add to your mobile? 

Your left over materials...?
Can you add more levels 
and make your mobile
bigger?!

Adding things you have found on a walk, 
like twigs or leaves? You could play 
with other shapeslike lightenting bolts 
or eyes?!



    

     
     

Share on FACEBOOK!Share your awesome artwork on our
   facebook gallery @studiomerakibristol

     and see what others have                been up to!     

     
Cutting skills and tying knots, learning fine motor skills

Using their imagination to cut out a range of shapes.

Exploring mark making to create differnet patterns,
using the paint and marker pen. 

Teacher’s Comment:

        Have fun shining a phone 

light or torch on the 

shapes in the dark to create 

different shadows and make up 

stories.

PLAY!  
Go to or website 
www.studiomeraki.org  

 - Full project video of 
   Sophie making her
   mobile.

Do you follow

childrensscrapstore

on facebook? They have 

some GREAT ideas on how 

to make + play.  

HELPFUL LINks :

Can you look out for some
lovely natural materialsto include on yourmobile? Good twigspretty seed heads? 


